In the paper, we consider distribution of eigenvalues of a third-order differential operator with nonlocal boundary conditions on a segment. The characteristic operator of the considered spectral problem is an entire function that has an integral representation. Countability and asymptotics of zeros for an entire function on the complex plane in sectors with a small span along the imaginary axis is proved.
Introduction
We consider the question of zeros distribution for entire functions of the form The problems on eigenvalues for some classes of differential operators are reduced to a similar problem. In particular, the following problem on eigenvalues reduces to the studied question:
y (x) + P  (x)y (x) + P  (x)y(x) = λy(x), x ∈ (; b), 
According to results of the monograph [], there are exactly six critical rays on the plane 
where ω(δ) is the continuity modulus of the function D(x, y).

Theorem  Let conditions of Theorem  be realized, and let the value D(b, ) + ω  D(, b) be different from zero. Then the zeros of the function f (z), which are sufficiently large by the modulus and are belonged to the sector
| arg z + π  | < ε, have the asymptotics  √ z k = -ikπ bω  +  bω  ln ω  D(b, ) + ω  D(, b) D(b, b) + O max ln kω √  ln k k ;  , k ≥ ,
where ω(δ) is the continuity modulus of the function D(x, y).
Theorems , ,  are proved in [] . In the present paper, we prove the following. Numbers, expressed by logarithms in Theorems  and , can be included in the remainder terms. At the same time, these values make the asymptotics more precise essentially in Theorem .
Main results
Theorem  Let the function f (z) have the form (). Suppose that the function D(x, y) has continuous partial derivatives up to the third order by variables x and y in the square
Proof Let ρ be changed along the ray ρ = |ρ| exp(iψ), where ψ is a constant. Choose the point (x  , y  ) and the index j  from the condition Integration by parts of f (z) gets the relations
Introduce the function
and also the difference G(z) = f (z) -h(z).
The zeros of the function h(z) are written out as follows:
Consider the square T with the side ε and the center situated in the point ρ Estimate from below the function h(z). Then we get the inequality
The part of summands, entering into the function G(z), includes exponents, the real numbers of indexes of which are directly less than one of numbers Re ρω  b and Re ρ(ω  b + ω  b). Real parts of the indexes for each of these summands can be estimated by
The remaining summands of the integral containing exponents with real numbers of the indexes are equal to one from the numbers Re ρω  b and Re ρ(ω  b + ω  b). Using the smoothness properties of the function D(x, y), we integrate by parts each of these integrals. Then we estimate them from above. As a result, we get the inequality
Now choose ε >  such that the following inequality holds on the sides of the square T:
≥ the right side of the inequality ().
Then we obtain from here an inequality for choosing ε: 
